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Key Points 

• MRI is sensitive to multiple dimensions of the aging process in the brain. 
• Key dimensions which change in aging are regional atrophy, vascular differences, increased 

water diffusion, reduced perfusion, and metabolic and fi.mctional ·changes. 
• MIU evidence has shown that brain changes related to healthy aging arc distinct from specific 

brain changes due to neurological diseases of age. 

Introduction 

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is a medical imaging technique that is widely used in the 
assessment of structural and fonctional brain changes in aging. MRI scanners use strong magnetic 
fields and radio waves to form images of the body. The popularity of MR methods in aging research 
can be attributed to their ability to probe the brain noninvasively using several different contrast 
mechanisms that are sensitive to different properties of brain tissue ( e.g., water content, diffusion 
environment in the brain, concentration of different metabolites, perfusion, and oxygenation of 
blood). MR exams involve minimal risk and the hardware is now widely available, which makes 
MRI an ideal tool in aging research and clinical practice. 

Imaging older individuals with MIU is associated with unique challenges. Clausu·ophobia related 
to the MRI environment was actually found to be lower in subjects over 65 years of age and higher in 
middle-age ( 40-65-ycar-old) individuals, particularly womcn.1 Technical concerns of imaging older 
patients include motion artifacts2 and limitations of subject positioning (for instance from exagger
ated kyphosis) in the scanner. Subject sedation is frequently helpful to obtain a good quality study in 
tl1ese cases although sedatives may affect functional MRI data acquisition. Furthermore, ferromag
netic medical devices commonly prescri bed to tl1e elderly such as cardiac pacemakers, cochlear 
implants or neurostimulation devices constitute a contraindication for MRI. Otl1er medical devices 
such as o rthopedic instrumentation or vascular stents, albeit not a formal contraindication for MRI, 
are associated with image artifacts that may reduce the utility of MRI exam. 

These challenges notwithstanding, this review focuses on age-related changes in the brains of 
healthy elderly subjects as measured with state-of-tl1e-art MRI techniques. Specifically, the review 
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covers changes in brain structure and volume (structural MRI), water diffi.1sipn ( diffusion-weighted 
imaging: DWI and diffi.1sion tensor imaging: DTI), biochemical composition of neural tissues (MR 
spectroscopy: lvlRS), neuronal activity (functional MRI: fMlU) and cerebral blood flow (pc1fusion 
MRI). Positron emission tomography (PET) imaging snidies and fmdings in Alzheimer's discase are 
reviewed in chapters 9 and 21 of this book, respectively. 

Structural MRI 

Volumetric studies 

Aging is associated with a number of brain structural changes that are amenable to noninvasive 
imaging evaluation. T hese changes include brain volume loss (brain atrophy), both global and 
regional (Figure 8.1 ), white matter T2 signal hyperintensities (also called leukoaraiosis), iron 
and calcium accumulation, functional rearrangements, and microstructural changes occurring in 
"normal appearing" brain that arc only detected with functional imaging techniques. These 
changes seen in normal or physiologic aging typically present along the continuum leading to 
the morphologic features associated with cognitive impairment and dementia. 

An important scientific question and a matter of debate has been whether brain atrophy as seen 
in normal aging can result from physiologic processes, or whether atrophy implies neurodegcncra
tion as in Alzheimer's disease (AD).3 This and other questions related to brain morphornetric 
changes are best addressed by longitudinal imaging studies. Fjell et al.4 presented a longitudinal 
study of brain atrophy comparing volume changes across the cerebral cortex in healthy elderly sub
jects and AD patients from the AD Neuroimaging Initiative (ADNI). Volumetric reductions of the 
cortex and subcortical brain structures with expansion of the ventricles were seen in normal aging 
after just one year of observation4 with the hippocampus and amygdala being the two structures 
that showed the largest decline. Fjell et al. found that healthy elderly subjects had an atrophy rate of 
about 0.5% per year and that volume loss was widely distributed across the brain and included com
mon regions for AD-associated pathology in addition to areas not typically associated with AD. 
Since it was not clear if these changes could have been affected by undetected early AD, a later 
study by this group measured one-year brain atrophy in 132 healthy elderly persons who had 
remained free of mild cognitive impairment (1\ilCI ) or AD for at least three years.5 Volumetric 
reductions were found throughout the brain in all groups, regardless of the risk for developing 
AD. Volume reductions were especially pronounced in medial and lateral parts of the temporal 
lobe, medial and lateral orbitofrontal cortex, and precuneus/retrosplenial cortex, closely matching 
the previously described frontotemporal pattern of changes in heald1y agin g. 5 This suggests that 

Figure 8.1 Coronal T l-~veighted MRI at the level of the hippocampal head in a normal elderly subject (left) , 
MCI patient (center) and AD patient (right). A continuum of cortical and hippocampal atrophy combined 
With loss of white matte1: volume is evident. 
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not all brain volume changes in aging necessarily reflect incipient AD, but rather that volume 
reductions are a general feature of normal aging . 

Cross-sectional studii:s Cross-sectional MRI studies have demonstrated consistent age-effects,6- 13 

particularly involving volume loss in the prefrontal cortex. Age-related atrophy suggests increased 
vulnerability of the lateral prefrontal cortex6 and superior temporal lobe12 versus other brain 
regions. Cerebral cortical thinning occurs bv middle age encompassing widespread cortical regions 
including primary and association cortices.7 Interestingly, sex does not appear to exert sig nificant 
influence on the age-related trajectory of brain volumes amo ng normal controls or AD patients. 11 

In a meta-analysis of cross-sectional and longitudinal imaging studies 14 it was found that brain 
atrophy correlated with age even among subjects younger than 60, suggesting a linear trajectory 
of brain atrophy over time. In the same study, when two-year follow-up cognitive data of healthy 
elderly subjects from the ADNI cohort were used to exclude participants with cognitive d ecline, 
significant atrophy in all regions of interest (ROis) was still found. T his is consistent with the pre
viously described account and suggests that brain atroph y is part of normal aging and not neces
sarily caused by underlying pathologic neurodegeneration. 

Longitttrfinal studies Estimates of annual atrophy rates from longitudinal studies tend to be 
higher than estimates from cross-sectional studies. 15-17 For example, longitudinal studies have 
reported yearly whole-brain volume decreases on the order of 0.2-0.5%. 17-20 The hippocampus, 
the most frequently studied structure due to its association with AD pathplogy, shows annual atro
phy rates from 0. 79% to 2.0%.15- 17

·
19•21 •22 Notably, age-related volumetric change in the hippo

campus may be curvilinear rather than linear23-26. Entorhinal cortex longitudinal volume decline 
ranges between 0 .3 and 2 .4%. 16·19'27 Atrophy rates in other parts of the brain are less frequently 
assessed L6,2s-3o but prominent volumetric decreases have been reported in prefrontal cortex, asso
ciation cortices, caudate nucleus, cerebellum, l 6 and parietal cortex30. The cumulative effect of 
cerebral atrophy- including gray and white matter-is expansion of the cerebral ventriclcs.29 Lon
gitudinal tracking of volume change in brain structures with advancing age has revealed several 
diflerent trajectories related to anatomical region, tissue type, rate of change, and sex. T he corpus 
callosum was the onlv structure which did not show a consistent volume change with age.31 Lon
gitudinal atrophy of the cholinergic basal forebrain (BF) was found to be significantly higher than 
rates of global brain shrinkage even in cognitively stable healthy elderly individuals. 32 Compared 
with healthy control subjects, very mild AD patients showed reduced BF volumes at baseline and 
increased volume loss over time. 

Voxcl-based morphometiy studies There have been many voxcl-based rnorphornetry (VBM) inves
tigations on gray matter volume changes with aging . . Most cortical regions have been reported to 

show a linear, negative association between volume and age, most prominently in frontal and insu-
1 33-40 . l l . . t·i· b' , 1. b. 34-36 39 I) · f ar areas wit 1 re at1ve preservation o 1111 1c ano para 1111 lC structures. ' reservation o 
these limbic or paralirnbic regions is consistent with the functional importance of the thalamolim
bic circuits in sensory integration, arousal, emotion and rnemory.35 Structural preservation in areas 
with earlier ontogcnic maturation such as the limbic lobe supports the developmental hypothesis 
that the first st ructu res to develop (like primary sensory and motor cortices) are the most resistant 
to aging efl:ects, whereas later-maturing cortical regions (such as association cortices including the 
prefrontal cortex) are more vulnerable to age-related atrophy. 36 Before age 50, prefrontal areas 
showed linear volume reduction with advancing age, while medial temporal regions showed vol
ume preservation.39 Cortical gray matter volume showed age-related reduction even during ado
lescence, likely reflecting synaptic pruning.41 

Regarding the functional consequences of brain atrophv: atrophv in hippocarnpus, entorhinal 
cortex, and prefrontal c6rtex is associated with impairment of declarative memory; reduced hip
pocampal volume in particular relates to memory declines in aging and dernentia;42 and decline 
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in entorhinal cortex volume predicts progression from MCI to dementia.43 '14 However, in healthy 
adults, the relationship between memory and regional volumes is unclear. The volumes of these 
three structures measured on MRI studies acquired five years apart showed that age was negatively 
correlated with the volume ofhippocampus and prefrontal cortex,45 although when memory per
formance was corrected for age, none of the regional volumes was significantly related to the age
corrected memory measures. However, greater annual rate of shrinkage in entorhinal cortex pre
dicted poorer memory performance;45 that is, absolute regional volume at a given age was not pre
dictive, but the first derivative of volume versus age was predictive. T hus, in a healthy and educated 
population, even mild age-related shrinkage of the entorhinal cortex may be a sensitive predictor of 
declarative memory performance. 

Elderly compared to young controls showed al 0- 30% reduction in cortical gray matter in wide
spread frontal, temporal, and parietal regions, 6-13% loss in the visual and sensorimotor cortices 
and up to 13% loss in the direct hippocampal network ROis.46 The pattern of cortical atrophy in 
moderate AD versus elderly controls was similar to that in prodromal AD, but was more severe in 
the direct hippocampal network ROis and sensorimotor, visual, and temporal cortices (13- 15% 
loss compared with elderly controls).46 Although the brain shrinks with age, the trajectory of this 
atrophy and the degree to which it can be influenced by other factors is not clear. Atrophy in the 
lateral prefrontal cortex, the hippocampus, the cerebellum and the caudate nucleus can be detected 
over a six-month interval in young ( age 20-31) and elderly ( age 65- 80) controls and is aggravated 
by hypertension.47 Interestingly, cognitive interventions may intertere with this volume loss: inten
sive cognitive practice showed a protective effect for volume loss in the cerebellum, although not 
specifically related to improvement in the targeted cognitive skills.47 Moreover, both younger and 
older normal adults in spatial navigation training displayed stable hippocampal volumes both 
within a four-month training phase and four months after termination of training, whereas non
trained participants that served as controls displayed declining hippocampal volumes consistent 
with normal age-related decline.48 

In summary, age-related brain volume loss is a complex fu nction ofpreterential cortical shrink
age with expansion ofccrebrospinal fluid (CSF) spaces which is objectively measured using quan
titative imaging and is different in quality and degree from changes associated with 
ncurodegcnerativc diseases such as AD. 

Brain iron and calcium deposition 

MRI is very well suited for in JJivo assessment of regional iron content in the brain. Paramagnetic 
materials such as iron have very high magnetic susceptibility and, thence, a short transverse relax
ation time (T2). On T2-weighted images, iron-rich regions such as the basal ganglia, red nucleus, 
and substantia nigra appear hypointense ( dark). A variety of MRI techniques are sensi tive to 
detecting brain iron deposition such as gradient recalled echo (GRE), susceptibility-weighted ima
ging (SWI) and magnetic field correlation (MFC).49 

Accumulation of nonheme iron in the brain has been proposed as a biomarker of the progressive 
neuroanatomical and cognitive declines in healthy aging. Cellular degradation related to iron accu 
inulation might explain the cumulative structural declines that accompany aging and neurodegen
crative disease.50 Postmortem studies indicate that iron content is regionally specific, with a 
predilection for the basal ganglia, probably related to dopaminergic neu rotransmission. A meta
analysis of MRI studies that estimated iron content in the caudate nucleus, globus pallidus, puta
men, red nucleus, and substantia nigra supports a robust association between advanced age and 
high iron content in the substantia nigra and striatum, with a smaller effect noted in the globus 
pallidus.50 The smaller age effect observed in the pallid us may reflect the earlier o nset of free iron 
accumulation, resulting in a ceiling effect. Different brain structures accumulate iron at different 
rates throughout the adult li fespa n. Typically, the striatum and brainstem structures are higher in 
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iron concentrations in older than younger adults, whereas cortical white matter and thalamus have 
lower concentrations in the elderly than young adults . 51 Finally, in healthy adults, age differences in 
memory can be explained in part by individual differences in hippocampal volume that in turn are 
associated with differences in hippocampal iron concenu-ation.52 Lower memory scores were 
linked to smaller hippocampi with higher iron concenu·ation. 

Symmetrical calcification in the basal ganglia is a frequent finding at computed tomography 
(CT) and MRI scans of the elderly general population.53 Calcifications involving striatum and pal
lidum and eventually the dentate nuclei ( strio-pallido-dentate calcification) reach an incidence of at 
least 0.7% of CT scans,54 more frequently seen in tl1e globi pallidi with symmetric distribution. 
Most of tl1ese are physiological and age related, witl1out associated symptoms. 55 

White matter T2 hyperintcnsities 

White matter T2 hyperintensities, or leukoaraiosis (LA), are well established changes tlrnt occur in 
the aging brain (Figure 8.2 ). These are lesions which are known to increase in volume over time56 

and are also increased in AD compared to conu·ols.57 The pathologic substrate of LA is multi fac
torial, including demyelination, increased interstitial fluid, and gliosis. The intersection of these 
factors may contribute to the difficulty of correctly interpreting MlU evidence indicating potential 
demyelination. For example, T2-weighted or FLAIR scans overestimate periventricular and "peri
vascular" white matter lesions compared to histopatl1ologically confirmed demyelination .

58 
The 

relatively high concentration of interstitial water in the perivenu·icular and perivascular regions due 
to increased blood-brain-barrier permeability and plasma leakage in brain aging may result i.n large 
LA volume despite relatively mild demyelination. Smootl1 periventricular hyperintensities such as 
caps around tl1e frontal horns and parasagittal periventricular bands are likely to be of non vascular 
origin. 59 They relate to disruption of the ependymal ventricular Lining which in turn leads to widen
ing oftl1e extracellular space. These changes must be differentiated from true subcortical and deep 
white matter abnormalities. Among the latter, a distinction is made betv.reen punctate, early con
fluent, and confluent LA types. Altl1ough punctate white matter lesions often represent widened 
perivascular spaces without substantial ischemic tissue damage, early confluent and confluent 
lesions correspond to incomplete or complete ischemic infarction with gliosis.59 In a meta-analysis 
on the association of LA location and cognitive function in the elderly, a greater number of studies 

Figure 8.2 Axial FLAJR (left), average DWI (center), and DTI color map (right) coded for direction of 
diffusion (red: right- left; green: ,Ulterior- posterior; blue: cran iocaudal). Healthy 92-year-old female 
showing paraventricular bands and patchy deep WM T2 hypcrintensities typical of leukoaraiosis. 
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found an association between pcriventricular LA and executive fimction/pr9cessing speed, rather 
than for subcortical LA.60 

Increasing age, vascular risk factors61 and lower cognitive speed and flcxibiljt), (a component of 
executive fi.mction), were both significantly associated witl1 LA throughout tl1e brain.57 Recently 
identified genetic facrors correlate with load of LA, and these factors include a locus on chromo
some l 7q25 in addition to apolipoprotein E status.59 LA is associated with motor, cognitive, 
mood, and urinary disturbances and disability as well as with gait and stance abnormalities, upper 
motor signs, and finger tap slowing. These effects are independent ofage and sex, and from lacunar 
and nonlacunar cerebral infarcts.62 LA volume predicts increased risk of transition from an auton
omous to a dependent status after three years of follow-up.63 Furthermore, executive fimction64 

and processing speed
57 

arc cognitive domains commonly affected by LA burden. The association 
between LA and cognition is imperfect, and the concept ofreservc (both at the cognitive and brain 
levels) may account for a significant amount ofvariance.65 For example, participants with higher 
estimated reserve had more pathology in the form of LA, suggesting that they are better able to 
cope with pathology than those with lower estimated reserve.65 LA is an independent predictor of 
decline in physical function in the elderly and suggests that interventions to prevent the develop
ment or progression of LA may help preserve physical fimction in older people66 

Diffusion-Weighted MRI 

Diffosion-wcightcd imaging 

The motion of ,vatcr molecules in biologic tissues, known as Brownian motion, is a physiologic 
parameter that is altered in disease states and can be captured by diffusion-weighted imaging 
(DWI).

67 
DWI has become one of the routine MR imaging sequences of the brajn_ The clinical 

usefulness of Dii\'I is the diagnosis of not only acute cerebral infarction but also neoplasm, infec
tious/inflammatory disease, toxic/metabolic disease, and degenerative discasc.68 D"\i\TI is usually 
obtained in three orthogonal orientations using spin-echo t)'pe single-shot DW echo-planar ima
ging with b -values between O and 1000 s/mm2. T hese three planes arc combined into isotropic 
DWI, and apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) maps are calculated on a voxel-by-voxel basis. The 
distinction between these two measures is readilv apparent as gray matter on DvVI is generally 
hyperintense when compared wit!, white matter, but typical ADC values of gray matter 
(0.76 ± 0.13 x 10-

3 
mni2/s) and white matter (0.77 ± 0.18 x 10-3 mm2/s) are identical in the 

adult brain.
69 

ADC measurements are affected by the number and by the strength of b-values 
utilized_70,7J 

ADC values of brain tissue have the potential to assess subtle structural changes that are not 
visible on conventional Mlu.72

-
77 Studies of ADC changes in normal brain due to aging, gender, 

laterality, and anatomical locations have been publishcd.78-82 DWI signals are higher in the cin
gulate gyrus and insula than in other cortices. However, there are no significant ADC differences 
among most areas of human cerebral isocortex. 78 The ADC values of the brain tissue gradually 
increase with aging.69

-
71 ,79-34 Although this increase is mild and observed in all parts of the brain, 

it is usually more apparent in the white matter and lentiform nucleus than in the rest of the brain. 
Enlargement of extracellular space by the volume decrease of neurons and myelinated fibers, 
lll_creasing heterogeneity of axon al organization, and change of capillary walls and loss of pcricytes 
With aging contribute to increased ADC values.75,83'85 To evaluate the effect of aging, it may be 
1111

P0 rtant to perform segmentation of gray and white matter. Whole-brain diffusion histogram 
analysis using the orientation independent DTI method is a good method to evaluate the age
re(ated change of ADC.8 4

,
86

,
87 Watanabe et al. measured mean diffusional age-related changes 

llSLng whole-brain ADC histogram analysis and four different life stages were identified in ADC 
peak values: l ) exponential decrease of ADC at very fast (0- 2 year) and 2) slower rate (2-20 years ) 
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through infancy, chi ldhood, and earlv adulthood, 3) stable peak ADC in adulthood (20- 60 years), 
and 4) gradual, linear increases in ADC through the later adulthood (:2:60 years).84 

Hippocampal ADC is higher in MCI and AD patients.75·77 ADC values in the hippocampal for
mation are elevated before conventional MlU reflects early ultrastructural changes in the progres
sion of AD . ADC of the temporal stem and posterior cingulate, occipital, and parietal white matter 
is higher in AD compared to controls. Dementia with Lewy bodies is characterized by increased 
ADC in the precuneus.88 Increased ADC is identified with different distributio n patterns among 
different variants of frontotcmporal dcmentia.89 

Diffusion tensor imaging 

Difii.1sion te nsor imaging (DTl) can provide information o n microstructural tissue integrity by 
measuring water diffusion in at least six directions to estimate a th ree-dimensional ditfosion model 
(the tcnsor).9° The directions of water diffi.1sion can be color coded o n the resulting images 
(Figure 8.2). There are two cocfi1cients on DT T- mean diffusivity and fractional anisotropy, axial 
diffi.1sivity and radial diffusivity. Mean difii.1sivitv (MD) is synonymous with the apparent diffusion 
cocft1cient (ADC) described for diffusion weighted imaging. fractional anisotropy (FA) is defined 
as a coefficie nt of variation of the eigenvalues and is an index of the degree of directionality of water 
diffusivity. The first eigenvalue is called axial diffi.1sivity (AD; difii.1sion parallel to the axon fibers; 
not to be confused with the AD abbrevation of Alzheimer's disease),, whereas the second and third 
eigenvalues can be averaged and expressed as radial diffosivity (RD; difii.1sivitv perpendicular to the 
axonal fibcrs).91 Axonal damage, as occurs in secondary degeneration, is likelv to result in 
decreased AD values, while myelin breakdown is associated with an increased RD and a normal 
AD .92

-
94 Scanner magnetic fie.Id strength has significant eficcts on diffusion tensor derived brain 

connectivitv .95 Normal regional reference data of DTI have been published on 1.5 and 3 Tesla 
MlU systems.96·97 fntrasubject coeft1cient of variation was typically< 1 % for all scalars and regions. 
lntersitc or intervendor coefficient of variation increased to 1 %-3%.98 

FA decreases by aging; however, there are no significant difterenccs found due to ·gender and 
laterality .86·87·91 ·99·100 T here is a significant relationship between age and increased mean diffi.1siv
itv/decreased FA. 101 This likely results from degradation of microstructure with age, including an 
increase ofbrain water content, demyelinatio n, disruption of axon structure, and overall rarefaction 
offibers. lncreased RD is associated with increased M D and decreased FA with age. 102 It is usually 
assumed that RD is modulated bv the extracellular distance between membranes, axon diameter, 
and degree of myelination.91 Th;·oughout adulthood, white matter volumes and microstructural 
changes as assessed with DTI show a linear negative association in the anterior thalamic radiation, 
internal capsule, cerebral peduncle, cerebellum, and external capsule, 103 and some repo rts suggest 
that white matter DTI changes precede volume changes. Nonlinear relationships between white 
matter volume and age have been found in the left superio r longitudinal fascicle and bi lateral supe
rior corona radiate. 103 

Increased MD and decreased FA are consistently found in Alzheimer's disease, prodromal AD, 
and even in cognitively normal elderly who progress to MCT. 104·105 T he patterns ofDTl changes 
and areas of reduced FA difter among AD and dementia with Lewy bodies. 106- 108 

Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy (MRS) 

Proton magnetic resonance spectroscopy ( 1 HMRS) detects signals from relevant brain metabo lites 
such as Lacetyl aspa~tate ( lM; a putative neuronal marker109), lactate ( Lac; by-product of anaer
obic metabolism), creatine (Cr; e nergy intermediary), choline (C ho; membrane turnover marker), 
myo- Inositol (ml ; glial marker), and the neurotransmitters glutamate (Glu) and GABA. Since 
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MRS detects signals from metabolites with a concentration four orders pf magnitude lower than 
water, it has an intrinsic low signal-to-noise ratio compared to MlU techniques, which is the most 
important limitation of the method. 

Meta-analyses of MRS studies comparing younger with older healthy volunteers suggest that the 
neuronal integrity marker NAA decreases 110,111 and Cho and Cr increase with age.111 On the 
other hand, a constant concentration of brain NAA between young and elderly healthy controls 
was reported 112·113 suggesting that neuronal integrity is maintained across the litespan. MRS meta
bolites showed substantial heritability, which was greatest for NAA (72%). 114 Furthermore, no 
age-dependent NAA decreases were observed in the posterior cingulate cortex or in the left hip
pocampus in 90 healthy volunteers.115 This is in contradistinction to the well-established NAA 
deficits in these locations in AD 116 (Figure 8.3) . However, NAA as measured in arbitrary units 
correlates inversely with age, 11 7 while white matter choline increases with aging. 118 ml increased 
slightly and total NAA decreased slightly with increasing age in the supraventricular white rnat
ter.119 Metabolic differences related to aging could result from relaxation changes: elderly 
NAA, Cr, and Cho T2s were 12%, 6%, and 10% shorter than for adolescents, a change of under 
I ms/year assuming a linear decline with age.120 This change in relaxation would result in a con
comitant reduction in signal for the corresponding metabolite when absolute concentrations arc 
not reported. Older age was associated with lower Glu levels in the striatum, but not in the cer
ebellum or pons, 121 as ,veil as in the parietal gray matter and basal ganglia, and to a lesser degree in 
the frontal white matter.122 Frontal and parietal GABA was negatively correlated with age in 
healthy controls between 20 and 76 years of age. 123 

Figure 8.3 Proton spectrum in normal 
control (above) and AD patient (below) 
displaying reduced NAA and increased ml 
1nAD. 
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Tissue levels of the membrane-associated phospholipids phosphocholine (PC), phosphoethano
lamine (PE), glycerophosphocholine (GPC), and glycerophosphoethanolamine (GPE) can be 
studied by in vivo 31P MRS, which has even lower sensitivity than proton MRS due to the lower 
concentration of phosphorus vs. proton (hydrogen) nuclei in cells. Strong inverse relationships of 
the PE/GPE and PC/GPC ratios with age were found. 124 A significant age associated decrease in 
brain pH (-0.5 3% per decade), increase in phosphocreatine (PCr) ( l. l % per decade) and decrease 
in phosphomonoesthers (PME) (1.7% per decade) were found in total tissue. 125 Compared with 
young subjects, neuronal mitochondrial metabolism and glutamate-glutamine cycle flux was 
approximately 30% lower in elderly subjects as assessed with combined 1H and 13C MRS. The 
reduction in individual subjects correlated strongly with reductions in NAA and Glu concentra
tions consistent with chronic reductions in brain mitochondrial function with aging.126 

Functional MRI 

Task-related fivllU 

Paramagnetic deoxyhemoglobin in venous blood is a naturally occurring contrast agent for MRI 
which produces what has been referred to as the blood oxygen level dependency (BOLD) 
effect. 127 Changes in the BOLD effect signal arc induced by neurovascular coupling in response 
to neuronal activation, and this observable correlate of brain activation bas been extensively used to 
noninvasively assess brain function with fimctional MRI (fMRI). Task-based tMRI relies on com
parative measurement in which contrasts are created between the BOLD signal observed in one 
condition (e.g., performing a naming task) to BOLD signal observed during another condition 
( e.g., passive fixation, simple arithmetic, or perceptual judgment). The contrast between BOLD 
signals obtaim:d during difterent conditions is then analyzed to create a map reflecting condition
specific patterns of BOLD signal and- by extension-neural activity. This technique has been fre
quently applied to aging populations 1vith goals including distinguishing healthy aging from path
ological aging, characterizing regional differences between brain activation in young and older 
adults, and monitoring longitudinal changes in individual patterns of brain activity with age . 

One well-known theory of cognitive aging has suggested that changes in the fimctional organ
ization of the aging brain are the result of progressive cortical disconnection due to an increasing 
burden of white matter damage.128 Specifically, some researchers have suggested that brain net
works arc adaptively reorganized in response to age-related decline in neuronal, structural, and 
functional integrity leading to an increase in prefrontal activation in the brains of older adults. 129 

On the other hand, reduced activation has been observed in posterior cortical areas subserving cog
nitive domains including visual attention, episodic retrieval, and working mcmory. 130 In addition 
to the posterior-to-anterior shift in brain activity, increased activation has been observed contra
lateral to brain regions most active in young subjects and particularly in the frontal lobes. This pat
tern has been dubbed Hemispheric Asymmetry Reduction in OLder ADults (HAR.OLD), and 
HAROLD has been observed in a variety of cognitive tasks, including perception, episodic mem
ory, semantic memory, working memory, language, and inhibition tests.131 

Age-related asymmetry reductions in functional activation may reflect compensation in response 
to structural brain damage or other age-related changes in brain function. 131 Relevant evidence 
consistent with this perspective has emerged from studies of several cognitive domains including 
memory. As noted earlier in this chapter, the volume ofhippocampus is reduced in older adults and 
is associated with declines in memmy fi.mction. A corresponding reduction in medial temporal lobe 
activation has been observed in fivlRI studies of memory processes in older adults_ 1.,z However, 
successful memory in older adults was uniquely related to bilateral activation in the prefrontal 
cortex, 132

•
133 which is ;uggestive of compensation-related recruitment of PFC to offset declining 

hippocampal function. 
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This broad pattern of functional decline in one brain region being offset py functional recruit
,nent of another is cited in support of the Scaffolding T heory of Cognitive aging ( STAC) proposed 
by Park and Rcutcr-Lorcnz. 134 Those authors describe scaffolding as "the recruitment of addi
tional circuitry that shores up declining structures whose fu nctioning has become noisy, inefficient, 
or both" (p. 183). T his and other theoretical accounts have frequently incorporated primarily task
related £MRI data, but resting-state £MRI (rs-fMRI) has also contributed significantly to the lit
erature of functional changes related to aging. 

Resting state fMRI 

In contradistinction with task-related functional studies, resting-state functional conncct1v1ty 
(RSFC) targets the coordinated nature of brain fi.mction between brain regions, and is often mcas
UJed using estimates of temporal correlation in tl1e BOLD signal between different brain areas 
while participants rest passively in tl1e MRI scanner. 135 Supporting tl1c notion of age-related 
changes in nel:\vork organization, alterations have been observed in the patterns of temporal coher
ence of spontaneous activity in tl1e brain at rest in older versus younger ad ults. These changes 
encompass multiple brain networks in addition to tl1c organization of whole-brain nel:\vorks.136 

The most widely studied resting state network (RSN) is the so-called "default mode network" 
(DMN).137 T he DMN is composed of tl1e posterior cingulatc cortex (PCC), medial prefrontal 
cortex (MPFC), and portions of the inferior, medial and lateral parietal cortices138 

(Figure 8.4). Age-related reductions in RSFC have been reported in the DMN as weU as in tl1e 
dorsal attention and tl1e frontoparietal control nel:\vorks.139 In comparison to young individuals, 
older adults show an interesting dissociation: weaker RSFC is observed witllin brain nel:\vorks 
subserving lligh-levcl cognitive fi.mctions; but stronger connections are observed between 
networks.14° Furthermore, nel:\vork boundaries are less distinct (i.e., reduced "system modular
ity") in older compared to young adults. 140 

One important caveat for rs-fMRl in older adults is tl1at motion can be a serious confound2 

which has affected some previously published work. Resting-state studies are even more vulnerable 
to motion-related confounds than task-related fMRI because rs-fMlU inherently lacks any time
based model for patterns of coordinated activation, relying instead on sophisticated post
processing of data.141 Recent rs-fMlU studies that have addressed these concerns have shown tl1at 
the effects ofage on the various RSNs are independent of decreases in gray matter volume, sex, and 
subject motion.142 This supports tl1e notion of network-specific effects in aging which manifest as 
increased tonic activation of task-positive nel:\vorks (e.g ., tl10se supporting higher-order cognitive 
fi.mctions and cognitive control), along with reduced task-negative DMN and posterior sensory 
visual networks activations during rest. 142 It has also been suggested tl1at age reduces the brain's 
ability to disengage the so-called "task-negative" DMN in favor of task-relevant brain networks, 
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and that this pattern may contribute to some cognitive aging effects.143 Intriguingly, this pattern 
may extend to pathology as recent studies ofRSFC in AD and MCI have.reported decreased con
nectivity in the D MN along with increases in other RSNs. 144 

Perfusion-Weighted MRI 

O xygen metabolism and cerebral blood flow ( CBF) \Vere traditionally studied in vivo with invasive 
nuclear medicine methods requiring contrast agent administration and radiation exposure such as 
positron emission tomography (PET ). Noninvasive quantitative MIU can also be used to measure 
CBF and 0 2 metabolism. Different MRI techniques are available for this purpose such as dynamic 
susceptibility contrast (gadolinium based) or arterial spin labeling (ASL) perfusion MRI 145 that 
assess CBF and other blood flow related parameters. Furthermore, BOLD based T 2* mapping 
MRI informs on the degree of t issue oxygenation and local concentration of dcoxyhemoglobin. 146 

Changes in CBF therefore have implications for the use of fMRI techniques in older adults, espe
cial ly when estimated changes in brain activity are compared to those of younger adults with poten
tially difierent patterns or values ofCBF.147 

C BF of the cerebral gray matter decreases with increasing age, 148 which might be explained by 
impaired cerebral autoregulation o r, alternatively, by a decrease in oxygen demand. Furthermore, 
degenerative rnicrovascular changes associated with the normal aging brain may also reduce the 
level of CBr. Using pulsed ASL, a CBF decrease of approximately 30% in the elderly compared 
to young controls was detected in the cerebral cortex together with reduced T2' (T2 corrected 
T2*) consistent with higher deoxyhemoglobin content. 149 The CBF decrease in the elderly is 
thought most likely to result from physiologic age-related changes leading to neuronal shrinkage 
and/or degenerative change of the microvasculature. A correlation was found between hippocam
pal perfi.1sion and memory performance in the absence of atrophy in cognitively normal elderly, 
suggesting that perfusion correlates more strongly than tissue volume with memory perfor
mance .1 50 Brain hypopcrfusion in AD as detected with continuous ASL perfusion M RI reliably 
identifies AD patients from elderly controls. 151 

Outlook and Future 

The utility ofMlU in aging research and clinical practice is steadily improving with the introduction 
of novel contrast mechanisms to probe the brain tissue. Most of the above imaging methods will 
benefit with the emergence of high field ( e.g., 7 T ) MRI scanners, compared to the widely available 
1.5 T and 3 T scanners. The increased field strength will provide a significant increase in MIU sig
nal, which can be capitalized upon to improve spatial resolution. 152·153 The improved spatial res
olution translates to improved volume estimates and the imaging of brain substructures, which \Vas 
not ofren possible at lower field strcngth. 152 The improved signal strength as well as the increased 
spectral range at higher fie ld strength can translate to much higher sensitivity in detecting weak 
metabolites in applications such as MRS, which were not possible at lower field strengths. In addi
tion, many of the contrast mechanisms (e.g., BOLD ) are further strengthened at higher fields, 
which again translates to higher spatial resolution and sensitivity.154·155 

A drawback of most of the MRI methods is the difficulty in obtaining quantitative information, 
unlike imaging schemes such as computed tomography and positron emission tomography. Cur
rently several researchers are investigating quantitative MRI methods, where accurate maps of tis
sue properties such as T l , T2, T2* relaxation maps arc generated. A challenge associated with tl1ese 
quantitative methods js the increased scan time required to estimate the parameters. These pro
blems may be mitigat~d by advances in paral lel l'vllU, which significantly accelerates the acquisition 
time of MRI. 156 
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